Auschwitz-no one familiar with this Celan could possibly conclude a book on
Celan with an affirmation of his belief in rationality and pacifism. Is this the Celan who indicted God for "an end to the giving of names" and whose self-laceration drove him to commit suicide in 1970?
In general, the Samuels book will be of much more interest and use to general readers relatively unfamiliar with Celan's poetry than it will be to Celan scholars. The monograph is to be complimented for its seven-page bibliography, and it is especially to be praised for its having a useful index. Finally, the book is handsomely bound. Foell' s inquiry attempts several simultaneous tasks. She intends to show that Canetti's novel "depends on deep-seated misogynies for its narrative impact" and "how it presents the male protagonist's evolving view of women, how the novel comments on his views, and how Canetti has addressed issues of gender and representation in his other writings" (dust jacket text). Such an investigation requires an extensive examination of the novel's narrative strategies, but Foell also wants to verify her textual findings by comparing them to such authors of early twentieth-century Viennese gender-theory as Weininger, and, to a lesser degree, Kraus and Freud. It is these comparisons (especially to Weininger) that yield some of the more interesting results in this otherwise disappointing study. The endeavor to show that Canetti's novel depends on misogyny for its narrative impact is less Auschwitz-no one familiar with this Celan could possibly conclude a book on Celan with an affirmation of his belief in rationality and pacifism. Is this the Celan who indicted God for "an end to the giving of names" and whose self-laceration drove him to commit suicide in 1970?
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In general, the Samuels book will be of much more interest and use to general readers relatively unfamiliar with Celan's poetry than it will be to Celan scholars. The monograph is to be complimented for its seven-page bibliography, and it is especially to be praised for its having a useful index. Finally, the book is handsomely bound. Foell' s inquiry attempts several simultaneous tasks. She intends to show that Canetti's novel "depends on deep-seated misogynies for its narrative impact" and "how it presents the male protagonist's evolving view of women, how the novel comments on his views, and how Canetti has addressed issues of gender and representation in his other writings" (dust jacket text). Such an investigation requires an extensive examination of the novel's narrative strategies, but Foell also wants to verify her textual findings by comparing them to such authors of early twentieth-century Viennese gender-theory as Weininger, and, to a lesser degree, Kraus and Freud. It is these comparisons (especially to Weininger) that yield some of the more interesting results in this otherwise disappointing study. The endeavor to show that Canetti's novel depends on misogyny for its narrative impact is less BOOK REVIEWS successful, resulting in a chaotic conflation of diegetic levels and a failed attempt to account for the "subjectivity" of its main protagonists.
Foell expresses great irritation with the "coy treatment of gender issues" (vi) by Canetti. She is right to refuse the author's attempt to "dictate the terms of a discussion of his work" (vii) Foell's unsuccessful attempt to read Therese, the main female character of Die Blendung, in a psychologically nuanced and realistic way, is the weakest part of the study. Already Canetti's satirical, even grotesque deformation of all his protagonists should have prevented Foell from doing so. Foell repeatedly agrees that both Kien and Therese are "composite" literary constructs, yet that does not deter her from looking for psychological vraisemblence in Canetti's protagonists. Kien becomes a "person" with specific motives and, maybe due to Foell's professed sympathy with the figure of Therese, she depicts her as a wronged victim with at least rudimentary emancipatory potential. Foell argues for "a certain amount of subjectivity" (58) for Therese, which would make her more of an equal to Kien. She accuses readers of siding with Kien and of being"ready to accept her (Therese) as a stereotype of feminine negativity" (58). Unfortunately, the attempt to show Therese as a more complicated "character" is not confirmed by the text which renders her one-dimensionally negative. Foell's inclusion of Therese in the line of "great literary adulteresses, Emma, Anna, and Effi" (138) 
